AGA and Associates is a small Electrical Engineering Firm that has been here in Las Vegas for almost 20 years and in business for 25 years. AGA and Associates is seeking a talented electrical Engineering Intern to work with the principal Engineer. We specialize in providing electrical engineering services for commercial, Institutional and residential building projects.

Roles and Responsibilities
- Provide office and engineering support for the principal Engineer.
- Collaborate as an active member of the project team and develop an understanding of the work of other disciplines from different companies
- Research building codes, project case studies and materials.
- Participate in client and internal meetings and participate in reviews with various governing agencies for code compliance
- Design appropriate electrical systems (lighting, power) in accordance with current code requirements and sound engineering principles.
- Coordinate work with Mechanical and Plumbing Engineers.

Education and Qualifications
Pursuing a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical/Computer Engineering (EE/CpE)

Preferred Skills
- Ability to be highly creative and bring abstract ideas into design
- Ability to work independently and as part of electrical team
- Ability to persuasively and visually communicate ideas; strong self-confidence
- Ability to communicate effectively and tactfully with team members
- Ability to formulate sound and educated decisions based upon available information
- Willingness to learn the trade.
- Basic knowledge in electrical theory
Excellent time management and organization skills
Knowledge and proficiency of Microsoft Office applications and AutoCAD is mandatory

How to Apply
Please call Arnel Arches at 702-461-2766